When patients come to Integrative Medicine, they are often hurting. They are in the midst of a healing crisis that has sometimes lasted for years. Frustration, anger, fear: all of these emotions are part of the disease they bring.

We understand that healing is not always immediate. Sometimes achieving optimum health can take a lifetime. Yet, for those patients who come weary, tired of illness, looking for any shred of hope, the gift of a rapid step forward can mean the world.

This spring in Lexington KY, we offer you a chance to be part of one of the most exciting concepts in the field: Rapid Therapeutic Response!

From allergy alleviation to pain elimination, the hands-on therapies we will teach will offer something intangible yet invaluable and lifesaving to your patients: HOPE.

Join us in Lexington
Griffin Gate Marriott Resort and Spa
Call (800) 228-9290 to make a reservation

When you join us for "Rapid Therapeutic Response" you will find inspiration for the mind, but also rejuvenation for the Spirit. Bring your family to the elegant Griffin Gate and explore Lexington, Kentucky!

Enveloped by the rolling meadows of Bluegrass Country, one Lexington resort stands above typical hotels in Lexington, Kentucky, with its unmatched Southern hospitality and genteel ambiance. The Griffin Gate Marriott Lexington!
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